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A BASIC GUIDE FOR ROCK ART RECORDING
PURPOSE
Many of us are intrigued by prehistoric markings, and even some historic inscriptions, on
stone for a variety of reasons. Most of us take personal photographs of rock art for our own
gratification, but there remains a serious need for creating a more enduring and accessible record.
Rock art, even without the inadvertent impact and deliberate vandalism and destruction by
humans, deteriorates naturally over the decades and centuries. Erosional factors on rock surfaces,
such as freezing and thawing, chemical weathering, humidity, biological agents like lichen, running
water, wind abrasion, and others, take a cumulative toll on pictographs and petroglyphs.
Therefore, there is an imperative need to record rock art while it is still somewhat intact. This
booklet provides some basic guidelines for undertaking site documentation. Eventually the only
visual and narrative record of many of these prehistoric images will be what we are able to
generate by drawings, photographs, and notes.
The American Rock Art Research Association is often approached by individuals
interested in recording rock art who have never done so and have no idea where to start. The
purpose of this brief overview is to provide basic steps on how to record a rock art site for the
newcomer and not to dispense in-depth information. It will offer some suggestions for
determining site location, mapping the site, recording the rock art and its attributes, determining
site condition, and making recommendations for further work. A caveat must be added to this
introduction: what is offered here are minimal standards, and the discussion is general. Each rock
art site offers its own peculiar circumstances, and the process of recording has to be adjusted to a
whole list of variables. Some data are based on subjective observations made in the field, and
recording is frequently done under less than ideal conditions due to weather or poor lighting
conditions. There is a range of variation in individual methodologies on the mechanics of
recording, none more correct than another as long as objectives are reached. Therefore, there is not
a single approach that has universal application, but there are basic expectations that need to be
addressed.
GETTING STARTED: THE NECESSARY PRELIMINARIES
Rock art is discovered by serendipity, deliberate and methodical searching, or informant
accounts. After finding the rock art, the initial action is to determine the ownership of the
property. Topographic and land-use maps are helpful in answering this. The next step is to
determine if the site is known, and if so, is it already documented. There is no sense putting a lot
of effort into recording a site that already has complete documentation. However, if the site is
known and has an official numerical designation (a Smithsonian trinomial, a state museum, or an
agency number) that is no guarantee that the rock art has been recorded at all, or at least to
acceptable standards. Many of the older site reports are a single page, have no site map, and if
sketches of the rock art exist, they may be only a few motifs at best. To find out the status of a
site, contact the responsible government agency cultural resource official, the state archaeologist,
or the state office of historic preservation. Most states have a central authority, which acts as the
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repository for site records and issues site numbers. Most of the federal agencies maintain their
own site inventories and records. If the land is private property, it is absolutely essential that
you secure permission from the landowner and abide by all his or her requests (like closing gates
and picking up your trash). If the site is on public land, you must contact the appropriate land
manager (National Parks, Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation,
State Parks, or other agencies) and the individual responsible for cultural resources. They will
require some kind of permitting process, which can be as simple as a volunteer agreement or as
complicated as presenting a detailed research design and obtaining a research permit. Once you
secure that permit or permission, always contact the owner/manager prior to going to the field
and give them the dates you will be working and who will be with you. It is also good practice to
send them a brief trip report after you have completed each session describing what you
accomplished. Keep everyone in the loop with good communication. It is also a desirable practice
to involve Native American consultation with the appropriate tribal entity. This can be a
complicated process, especially in an area of overlapping affiliations. Most federal agencies have
a liaison who has developed a rapport with the Native American communities and will usually
take care of the consultation for you.
When undertaking a recording project, it is absolutely imperative that you deliver a
product. If you gain permission from an agency or a landowner to document a site, then
accomplish that task and give them a report. An ongoing complaint from land managers is that
people make promises and do not deliver. Your failure to complete projects makes it very
difficult for subsequent researchers to gain access to sites and receive permits to record. To that
end, a strong word of caution: do not start out trying to record too large or too complicated a site.
It is very common for the beginner, fired by enthusiasm, to start recording not realizing how
tedious the process is and the amount of time required. It is better to do a series of smaller sites
initially until you gain confidence and a degree of expertise. If you are working with one entity,
you will also gain the manager’s trust and begin to build a reputation for dependability.
As you choose a site to record, you need to ascertain your purpose and objectives
because that will determine the procedures you will employ. Your goal may be directed by the
desire to document an unrecorded site, gather salvage data on a threatened or badly impacted site,
or by the objectives of a specific research plan. There are different levels of recording ranging
from obtaining location data and providing enough description to obtain a site number, to
complete and total documentation of the entire site. While filing a primary report will make land
managers aware of the location of a rock art site, it provides limited research value. Complete
documentation obviously provides a more complete record of a site, can address potential
research question, and is an intrinsic part of archaeological site protection and preservation
policy. However, the typical considerations of how much time you have, how many people are
going to help you, plus the usual uncertainties of the weather all have a bearing on the degree of
thoroughness involved in your fieldwork. If you are working in an area in which there are a
number of sites to record, try to develop, in conjunction with the land manager, a prioritized list
of sites needing attention. The sites most likely to suffer from erosion or vandalism should be
high on your list and remote backcountry sites should rate a lower concern. However, sudden
flooding, wildfire, deliberate destruction, or theft, do not work on a time schedule.
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The last preliminary step before starting fieldwork is to acquire the equipment you will
need (discussed below) and the appropriate United States Geological Survey maps. The standard
map used in most archaeological projects is a 7.5’ series topographic map. The USGS publishes
an index to topographic maps by state. By consulting the index, you can determine in advance
what topo sheet you will need. Many local backpacking/outdoor supplies stores sell local topos.
You can also order by mail from U.S.G.S. Map Sales, Box 25286 Federal Center, Bldg. 810,
Denver, Colorado, 80225 or online from topomaps.usgs.gov/.
BASIC EQUIPMENT
The distance you are working from your vehicle often dictates what equipment you are
going to carry into the field. A short walk versus a multiple day backpack to reach your objective
is usually the deciding factor between what is absolutely essential as opposed to what might be
useful to have. Realize that archaeology is a science, and this fact will require you to use the
metric system - inches and feet are out and centimeters and meters are in. This will influence
selection of your equipment when it comes to tape measures. Most of the items below can be
obtained at your local hardware or backpacking store. However, some of these are specialty
items, and you will have to search for those. An outlet such as Forestry Suppliers
(www.forestry-suppliers.com) provides tools for archaeologists, and a search of the internet can
probably discover other sources. The following is a minimal list, and your personnel experiences
will lead you to delete or augment this over time.
- a large and comfortable daypack to carry food, water, cameras, clothing and additional
equipment
- clipboard - masonite, plastic, or metal makes no difference just so it is durable
- pencils (plural you are sure to loose a few) - mechanical pencils are best because they require no
sharpening. The best size is 0.5 mm with HB lead, which will give you a fine line that does not
readily smear yet erases easily.
- erasers - plastic or soft gum
- metric graph paper
- 8.5 x 11” unlined paper
- forms (see below)
- small metric straight edge ruler (15 cm)
- 3 m retractable metal tape measure that clips on to your belt
- 50 m tape measure - useful in some situations but not essential
- a hand-held compass that allows you to set magnetic declination and has an inclinometer (a Silva
Ranger for example)
- a GPS unit - these vary in price considerably because some come with lots of “bells and
whistles.” You need one that provides reasonable accuracy and will read UTMs (explained
below) so consider what additional features are really useful.
- flagging tape or pin flags to mark boulder locations
- Scotch blue painters tape to mark rock art panels (much preferable to masking tape because it
does not leave a sticky residue in hot weather or if left on over night)
- Sharpie (fine point)
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- UTM and Township/Range/Quarter Section scales
- backpackers headlamp or small flashlight (if you work in rockshelters)
- small hand lens or loupe for close inspection
- compact binoculars to check out those high ledges and cliff faces
- camera gear (see below)
STANDARDIZED FORMS: CREATING THE DOCUMENTATION
To establish a standardized record that is as comparable as possible to other site records,
a number of forms have to be completed. The agency that archives your report, whether a state
entity or a federal agency, has a number of prescribed forms that they expect you to complete.
Some even have instruction booklets that accompany these forms or they will direct you to
where you can obtain those directions online. Some of the information, like site location, has to
be absolutely accurate while other responses you can provide to the best of your ability or
simply state the information is unknown. Since no one form is universally employed, several
examples are included in Appendix A and B so that you can have an idea of what kind of data are
expected. Keep in mind that the site record you create is confidential information. Even though it
will be entered into the public record, that report will have controlled access and will be limited to
qualified researchers who have met certain criteria that is established by the archival institutions.
The explanation of the how-to-do steps required to complete these forms is below this
introductory description.
1. Rock Art Forms - differ from state to state in format more than in substance (see
examples in Appendix A). Each panel of rock art is assigned a reference designation (either a
letter, number, or both) that corresponds to its physical location and the site map. On the form,
that location is described in text or actual measurements from a datum point or baseline. The
landform that the rock art occurs on will be noted (for example a boulder, cliff face, or rockshelter
backwall or ceiling) and the kind of rock and its surface condition. For each panel the rock art
form will list its dimensions, aspect (the direction it faces), inclination (the angle from the
vertical), distance above ground level, technique employed in manufacturing the image, color of
pictographs, the degree of repatination on petroglyphs, superimposition, and natural and cultural
impactment.
2. Archaeological Site Report - is usually divided into two parts: (1) an introductory
page that includes specific site location information, ownership, and a brief general description,
and (2) a section dealing with specific site context, which includes the environmental setting
(landform, geology, vegetation, source of water) and the archaeological features and artifacts that
are present (see examples in Appendix B). On many site reports the responses are coded because
they will be inputted into a GIS data system for future analysis. Without access to the coding
system, completing portions of the site report become problematic. The land manager will have a
preference on how you are to deal with codification. If the site has been previously recorded,
most states and agencies have an addendum form that you will use and add to the original record.
However, sometimes the initial report is so limited in its description, the agency will have you
file a new report.
3. Location Map - can be a sketch map, which gives visual clues on how to relocate the
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site. Usually you can copy that portion of the appropriate topographical map and mark the site
location. Be sure to include the township and range on your copied section.
4. Site Map - shows the location of all the rock art panels, major features, and
diagnostic/significant artifacts on site. The more accurate this map is, the better. Some states will
accept simple sketch maps that even lack scale. However, the norm is a scaled map actually
surveyed with a transit and stadia rod, produced by GPS reading, or a compass and pace map.
5. Rock Art Panel Drawings - The drawings are usually done on an 8.5 x 11” blank sheet
or on graph paper. These sheets must include the basic provenance for the drawing: site number,
locus (if applicable), panel number, motif numbers, date, recorders name, and so forth. Since each
sheet must contain this essential information, a small label can be easily formatted on your
computer and then copied in advance onto the blank sheets to standardize this data (Figure 1).
6. Photo Log - This is used to record information about your photos. When taking 35 mm
photos more information about each exposure is needed than when taking digital images since that
data is embedded within each image. On a log for 35 mm photography (Figure 2), the data usually
includes the name of the photographer and recorder, the type of film, the type of camera, the
date, time of day, the film roll number, the exposure number, the subject, the aspect, the f-stop,
the exposure, the lens size, any filters used, and any additional enhancements (flash, reflector,
etc.). Digital logs may leave off the film, date, time of day, and f-stop, but need to include the
number of shots at each location.
7. Motif Inventory - Several states and agencies want descriptions of the motifs on each
panel. This can be accomplished in two ways. One is to write a narrative describing the attributes
of each panel and its motifs. It is important to use descriptive terms like “circle with a bisecting
line,” a “circle with radiating lines,” or an “anthropomorph with attached zigzag lines to the head”
and not interpretative terms such as “atlatl,” “ sun,” or “shaman.” The latter are subjective labels
and lack any substantiating support. What you think something looks like is a matter of
interpretation, and others may not share your opinion. The second method is to use a form with
various motif categories already determined and simply tally the elements to the appropriate
types. It take time and experience recording within a region to develop a motif inventory, which
vary with styles, spatial distribution, temporal periods, and ethnic affiliations (Figure 3). While
some researchers do their motif counts in the field as they go, it seems more prudent to spend
field time recording and do the inventory analysis after returning home where digital enhancement
may give you a better image of what is painted or pecked on the rock.
8. Check-off Sheet - is just for the use of the project leader to make sure nothing is
overlooked in the documenting process (Figure 4). This is especially beneficial if you have a
multi-panel site and are utilizing a number of people separated into teams responsible for
different tasks like mapping, drawing, photography, and so forth. It is also helpful if you are
doing a much smaller site on your own to make sure you obtained all your measurements, notes,
and finished with such seemingly pedestrian tasks as getting the panel designation tape removed
at the end. A major “sin” is to walk off from a site and leave your numbering tape inadvertently
on a boulder - it happens all the time.
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Figure 1. Typical rock art panel drawing with a standardized data box to record provenance.
This example has been subdivided to include all three faces of one boulder.
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Figure 2. An example of a photo log for 35 mm photography.
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Figure 3. An example of a motif inventory. These vary considerably from region to region. This
example is for a locale which has very few representational motifs.
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PROJECT SHEET
Site #
Field Dates
Hours
Lab Dates
Hours
Locus

Panel# Map

Page #
Agency

Drawing

Photo

Data

Clean Up

Inked

Photo Archive

Figure 4. An example of a project check-off sheet.
RECORDING: CREATING THE RECORD
The whole idea behind documentation is the concept of replication. From your site
report, people should be able to relocate the panels you recorded, look at your drawings and
match them to the rock art panels, and read your description of the site attributes and get a sense
of its archaeological and environmental context. Recording is a huge responsibility because in the
event the site is destroyed either deliberately or by natural processes, then your report becomes
the sole surviving record. Your goal is to obtain optimal documentation with minimal impact to
the site.
1. Mapping - The initial step in mapping is to locate your site on your 7.5’ topographic
map. You should have a GPS unit that you are comfortable and competent with. You want to set
your unit to use UTMs (Universal Transverse Mercator) as your coordinate system and not
longitude and latitude. UTMs are 1 km units measured from established baselines. On more
recent maps these units form a black lined grid pattern over your whole map. On older maps the
UTMs are indicated on the four margins of your topo map with blue tick marks, which you have
to connect with a pencil and a yardstick to create a 1 km grid. When your GPS gives you a
reading, it will appear as a six digit easting and a seven digit northing, which will allow you to
locate your position on your map (the reference numbers are noted on the map margins). It is
also important that you record the zone reference, which is the regional datum point. Take your
UTM reading from an obvious position and make this your site datum from which all subsequent
measurements will be made. You will not be able to get a reading inside a rockshelter nor in really
narrow canyons where you will have to rely on dead reckoning. Also set NAD 27 as your map
datum on your GPS. Your unit usually comes with WGS 84 as its default reading, so you are
going to have to change it. The reason for this is that your topo map uses NAD 27 as its datum,
and you want your reading to obviously correspond to your map. Failure to do this will put your
map plot several hundred meters from your actual position. You can buy a UTM scale that will
help you plot the site location on your map or download your GPS coordinates to your
computer and plot them in a mapping program such as All Topo Map (www.iGage.com). Your
site report is going to ask you for the elevation, and the reading given by your GPS reading is not
“spot-on” accurate. It is much better once you have located your position on your map to take
your elevation from the map’s contour lines. The dark brown lines are your index lines and will
give you base elevation. You then count the number of light brown lines up or down from the
index line. The contour interval between lines (this varies but is often 20’ or 40’, or 10 m) is given
at the bottom of your map in the legend just below the distance scale.
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Most site reports also require you to locate the site using township, range, section, and
quarter sections. These units are indicated on your topo map by a red grid system that is
referenced to an established meridian. In some parts of the western United States, township and
range are not depicted because the area has never been surveyed either on the ground or by aerial
photography. If that is the case, simply note that on the report and move on. If the grid is
evident on your map, look for the heavy red lines, which are index lines and give you township
(which will be a north or south reading) and range (an east or west designation). A single
township covers 36 square miles and is subdivided into 36 one square mile segments each
numbered, starting in the northeast corner, 1 through 36. The section number appears in red in
the middle of each section. You need to denote which quarter section the site is located in, and a
section scale will be helpful in making that determination.
Having established your location, the next step is locating all the rock art and drawing a
site map. It is a fairly common practice to mark each panel of rock art as you find it, so you can
relocate it for recording. This can be done with pin flags, flagging tape, or blue Scotch tape placed
near, but not on, the motifs. You can also start enumerating the panels during this step by writing
the panel number on the tape or flagging. It is best not to apply tape to more panels than you can
record in a day. You can probably leave tape on over one night, but don’t push your luck by
leaving it in place for several days especially in hot weather. Cattle have been known to eat
flagging and the vinyl portion of pin flags, so be aware. Once you have found all the panels, you
can proceed to mapping. Your approach will depend a great deal on the physical layout of your
site. If you have access to, and the ability to use, a transit and a stadia rod or the newer
laser/digital equivalents, you need no further instructions here. Most researchers use the tried and
true compass and pace method. First of all, you want to take the magnetic declination for your
map and set that reading into your compass so it corresponds to true north or grid north and
matches the orientation of your topo map. Declination information for every map appears in the
lower left hand corner of the topo. The top of your map is always north. Be sure to draw a north
arrow on your site map and label it GN or TN. If your compass does not have a declination
setting, you can use magnetic north readings, but again label the north arrow on your map
accordingly. Determining distance can be done with a long tape measure (use a screw driver stuck
into the ground to secure one end of the tape if you are working alone) or by pacing. You can
practice at home to get the feel of pacing off a meter distance. Of course pacing on your back
lawn or driveway does not translate to pacing over broken, rough terrain or on a slope, so be
prepared to make allowances. The other major feature a map must include is the scale, and that
will vary according to the size and nature of the site.
Rock art on a linear feature, like within a rockshelter or along a canyon wall, are the
easiest to map. Simply establish a datum point at one end, lay out a baseline along a given
azimuth (direction), and pace or measure the distance along this line to your panels or other
features. If the whole wall is covered with images, you can arbitrarily divide the distance into
smaller units, for example meter increments, to facilitate recording. If you have elements in a
rockshelter on both the backwall and ceiling, you can use the same unit designation and just
subdivide it as wall or ceiling (Figure 5). If the wall has a curve or a bend in it, then establish a
secondary datum point at the end of the first baseline, shoot a new azimuth and run another
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Figure 5. A site map that utilizes a baseline. The rockshelter was arbitrarily divided into one
meter sections. Panels within each section were designated W for wall and C for ceiling. A profile
sketch was included on the site map.
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straight line. This will create doglegs in your baseline but will still allow you to have an
established reference point for measurements. It is fairly easy to measure distance from a
baseline, but you need to make sure that your measurement is perpendicular to your baseline. For
example, if the azimuth of your baseline is 220 degrees, then to mark distance to the right of your
baseline, make sure you measure along a bearing of 310 degrees so you can accurately plot this
when you make your map. Make sure you take a GPS reading at least at one end of your
baseline, and if it is an extended linear feature, take another at the other end. You should also do a
cross section diagram of rockshelters to indicate the depth and height of the cave and which
surfaces the rock art appears on.
Mapping a site with scattered boulders over a larger area is a bit more time consuming.
Unless you are blessed with an extremely expensive GPS unit that has submeter accuracy, taking
a UTM reading at each boulder is going to be compromised since there can be as much as a 2-4 m
margin of error in each reading. If you have a series of boulders within that radius, it is very likely
you can get the same reading for all of them so test the accuracy of your instrument in advance.
Designate a primary datum (perhaps the most visible rock art panel on the site) and take a GPS
there and on a number of rock art boulders or features on the periphery of your site as secondary
datum. From the known datum points, you can calculate distance and direction to other boulders
on the site using a compass and pacing or a tape measure (Figure 6). For boulder sites spread
along a ridgeline, for example, the best method may be simply to take an azimuth and measure the
distance from one boulder to the next, repeat the procedure, and keep going to completion. This
makes it absolutely imperative that you are correct on each reading since any error is
compounded from that point on. Take a UTM at your last boulder to make sure you are where
you think you should be. Mapping will be a major concern for any novice recorder, but with each
outing it will become easier, although you will always encounter some sites that are more
challenging than others.
The question always arises of how to handle a site, which has extensive gaps in the
distribution of rock art panels. The usual practice is to designate scattered concentrations as loci.
The question then becomes how far between loci before another site number should be used.
There is no hard and fast rule on this from one state to another, but you should check with your
resource manager to see if some protocol does exist in your area. Usually common sense is
employed. If the distance between rock art loci is 100 to 200 m, they are on different landforms,
or have entirely different styles or techniques, a new site may be warranted. If your site does
have two or more loci, it would probably be much easier for you to map each locus on a separate
page rather than construct one overall map of large scale. Keep your map to 8 1/2 x 11” in size.
Foldout maps of larger proportion are unwieldy to use in the field for anyone who has to come
out and monitor your site.
It is also important to note on your map archaeological features (structures, cists,
granaries, hearths/roasting pits, midden, bedrock milling features, and artifact scatters), the exact
location of diagnostic artifacts and milling tools, significant geographical features, drainage
patterns, and even trees if you are not in a forest and trees are distinctive landmarks. Of course it
is paramount to get all your rock art panels marked on your map. The usual practice is to label
panels in numerical order from one to whatever it takes. Using letters of the alphabet is not a
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Figure 6. A site map with petroglyph boulders scattered over a large area. UTMs were recorded
for B-1, 6, 14, 19, 31, 55, and 56 in Locus A, and B-1 and the cairns in Locus B. From those
known locations, the other features were located using a compass and tape measure.
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good idea because you may have more than 26 features. Letters are usually reserved to designate
multiple faces of a single panel (1A, 1B, etc.).
2. Drawing - This step may be the most frustrating because few of us are blessed with
natural artistic ability, but the visual component of a site report is it’s most important aspect.
Artistic skill has little to do with producing a good drawing - the key is to draw what is actually
on the rock and not to create something of aesthetic merit (although the two are not mutually
exclusive). Most of you will be tempted to skip this step altogether and instead substitute
photography for the visual record because it is easier and quicker, but drawings serve an
important function. First, if a site steward or an archaeologist comes out to the site to monitor,
they want a record that can be easily handled in the field. Copies of the site report and drawings
on standard sized paper can be attached to a clipboard and be referred to even if it’s windy.
Images burned on a CD disc or photos/slides in sleeves are not field friendly. No one is going to
carry a laptop several miles to view digital photos, and printing multiple prints of panels is
costly, but possible. Secondly, and more importantly, many of the details of a panel will not be
visible in photos. Attributes like scratching, repecking, repainting, and superimposition, just to
name a few, are very hard to discern from a 35 mm or digital photo alone. Capturing the image is
of course of major importance, but the technique employed by the prehistoric creator of rock art
is equally important to the later analysis. How many of us go to a site, take photos, and then
when we view those pictures upon returning home are amazed to discover all kinds of significant
characteristics that we did not perceive when we were in the field staring through our camera’s
viewfinder. The biggest argument in favor of drawing is that it forces you to observe the details,
and details are very significant.
Trying to tell someone how to create a scaled drawing is beyond the scope of this
booklet. The method you employ is dependent upon your ability and comfort, however, several
approaches can briefly be mentioned. Using a string grid is very widespread. This requires you to
take light cotton string, and using silk or cotton thread, construct 10 cm squares. This can be done
by construction the grid on a 1 m square wooden frame to help you maintain the 90 degrees
orientation of each intersection. When completed, the string can be removed from the frame and
you have a grid that is lightweight and easily compacted into your pack. In the field, the grid can
then be secured over a panel with tape, and a drawing can be done on graph paper partitioned off
into corresponding grids. This method is excellent because it gives you numerous reference points
to replicate a motif and allows you to control your scale at the same time (Figure 7). Some prefer
to leave the string grid attached to the wooden frame, but that can be more cumbersome to carry
around and to use on sloping surfaces. Drawing a ceiling panel in a rockshelter is a challenge with
any kind of a grid unless you have lots of helping hands.
Another method is to simply measure reference points as you draw. If you consider that
20 cm will just fit on to a 8 1/2” wide sheet of paper, then if you use a scale of 1 cm = 5 cm you
can draw a 1 x 1 m area on a page easily and create any number of subdivisions that are
necessary. If you use small pieces of tape to mark those dimensions off on the panel and
additional tape markers for 25 or 50 cm divisions, you can in essence create a reference grid. This
works best if the panel is not too “busy” (a dense number of elements). If time is a major
problem, then doing a free hand drawing to approximate scale with overall dimensions noted on
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Figure 7. A panel drawing using a string grid with a standardized rock panel form. It is more
common now to use graph paper with a blue grid, which does not show when reproduced.
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the drawing may be the only alternative. However, unless the site is really remote and hard to
reach, it is better to return another day and obtain scaled drawings.
There are several publications that you have probably seen where the recorder has traced
the rock art panel on pliofilm or some other type of transparent plastic sheets. Professional
archaeologists have usually done these tracings; however, you should not attempt this without
consulting with and getting the approval of the agency archaeologist you are working with. Some
rock surfaces, such as tuff and some sandstone, are just too friable to accept tracings, particularly
of pictographs. You will find that on occasion you cannot even get a piece of tape with the panel
number or a tape-backed scale to adhere to the rock let alone a sheet of plastic. When in doubt
about your impact upon on site, always exercise restraint and caution. Tracings, particularly of
really large panels, are very bulky and presents problems of curation. To produce reduced
versions of scale replications requires additional efforts. The last consideration on tracing is that
lighting conditions at the time of recording can make the process every bit as subjective as
drawing or photographing under poor conditions, and just like the process of chalking years ago,
errors can be made. With enhancement of digital photography, you can probably do a better job
of determining the substance of a motif, which makes the whole practice of doing tracings
questionable.
Getting elements in the proper proportion and the correct proximity to each other is
always a major problem. Combining photography with drawing is one way to deal with that
concern. If you take a slide or a digital photo of a panel and then go home and project it on a wall
(or a light table if you are so equipped) with a slide or LCD projector, then you can trace the
elements onto paper. If you have a scale in your photo, you can trace that also to create a bar
scale on your drawing for reference. In the field you can then concentrate on drawing those
details, which may not be very distinct in your photo. The great advantage of digital
photography is that you check your image on the spot to gain a general impression of what is
visible and what is not. You can then take close-up shots to try and capture those questionable
details if possible. Tracing just from photos alone is not enough, and your field drawings need to
be incorporated for more accuracy. Whenever possible, taking your rendering back into the field
for a final check is very desirable.
Normally each panel is drawn on a separate sheet. However, on sites with scattered
boulders, which may have only a single element, you may choose to record two to three boulders
per page just to economize (Figure 1). Conversely, in attempting to draw a really complex and
large panel, it would probably be best to subdivide into smaller segments so as not to lose any
detail. You can even do additional detail drawings of significant portions from subdivisions of a
larger panel, whatever it takes to gather the essential data. In the process of drawing the panel
motifs, also include the rock surface outline (when possible), major cracks, natural cavities,
spalls, areas of lichen growth, mineral stains, rock scars, graffiti, bullet holes, prehistoric
“mudballs” (pigment or mortar thrown against the wall), and even random pecks. Also look for
the incorporation of cracks and cavities into the rock art motif. It is helpful to do an overview
drawing of the site showing the location of individual panels (Figure 8). This works best with a
rockshelter or a cliff face, which are usually more compact, and almost impossible to accomplish
if the site is on scattered boulders over a large area.
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Figure 8. An overview sketch of panel locations on a large linear site. The site was mapped
using numerous secondary datum and overviews were drawn from each mapping station.
Whatever approach, or combination of methods that are employed, the final drawing
needs to be inked with permanent, acid free ink (not a felt pin) or finalized as an electronic
drawing in a program such as Adobe Illustrator. If you have great patience, you can use a
Rapidograph pen with India ink (they clog frequently and are difficult to clean), but there are a
number of technical pens on the market now, some of which are easier to use than others
(Staedtler for example) so you need to experiment to find what works best for you. Pencil
drawings for a final report are not acceptable because they can smear, and if they get wet, they
will not survive. A major concern is that pencil artwork does not reproduce very well and copies
need to be made for repositories, monitoring, your own records, and numerous other reasons.
Pictographs documented with colored pencils are good for showing the colors used but also
reproduce poorly. Doing a black/white rendering of a multicolored images is a problem, and some
type of convention or notes are needed to indicate what colors are present (Figure 9). Drawing
petroglyphs in the field and later inking them also require some effort since the density of
pecking, the size of the dents, and the degree of repatination will differ. Stippling with different
sized pens in the inking stage or labeling with notations can be used to denote these
characteristics (Figure 10). All final renditions should include a scale or a least a note when there
is no scale. Some panels may occur high on inaccessible cliff faces that preclude any
measurements.
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Figure 9. A rock art panel drawing of a petroglyph and pictographs painted in multiple colors
with fingers, a brush, and pigment sticks. Some system of conventions needs to be used to note the
various attributes of each motif.
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Figure 10. A rock art panel drawing of petroglyphs showing a method of denoting the differences
in repatination of the motifs.
3. Photography - It is common practice in recording rock art to take black/white prints and color
slides of each panel. The idea is that prints can be used for any possible publications and offer
the best archival record. Transparencies record the hues of pictographs and the shades of
petroglyph repatination. Color slides, despite their potential loss of color saturation over time,
suffer less deterioration than color prints and can be used for presentations. The practice of
taking B/W and slide photos is not always adhered to because the various land agencies lack the
financial resources to underwrite the monetary expense. With the advent of digital photography,
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the rules are changing since cost is a minimal factor and black/white images can easily be made
from color digital photos. Taking your photos in TIFF format is preferable to lower resolution
JPEG images. How resistant digital imagery burned on a CD is to deterioration over time is still
being discussed, but currently no definitive conclusion has been reached. The other concern with
any new technology is what formats will survive into the future and what will become obsolete think back on all the major changes in recorded music for example. For now digital photography
should be used as a third photo regimen to be employed in rock art recording. One nice feature of
digital recording, is that you can check each shot before you leave the field to make sure you have
a satisfactory photo. The other great advantage to digital photography is that once you return
home and download your shots to your computer, you can use several software enhancement
programs, which can be a great aid in revealing more details of the rock art elements. Adobe
Photoshop is the most popular program, but it does take a great deal of practice and time to
become competent with its various applications. D-Stretch is another such program and is easier
to use. Most computers come bundled with enhancement features. Pictographs, in particular, can
be altered in such a way to make visible what often cannot be seen with the eye under natural
light in the field. Petroglyphs can also benefit from enhancement. If you have taken slides, you
should scan them into your computer for manipulation and color preservation. Take the time to
learn how to use enhancement programs, and you will be amazed at the results.
The choice of camera equipment is one of personal choice and dependent upon
affordability and the other uses you have for photography. A better result can usually be
obtained with a single lens reflex 35 mm or digital camera rather than a “point and shoot” because
you have more control over depth of field and exposure. Pixels do matter but so does the cost.
The use of a tripod is probably the one practice that can improve the quality of a photograph
more than any other factor. However, practicality and time are the drawbacks. Dragging a tripod
to remote sites in rugged terrain can be a daunting task, and then using one takes more deliberation
and available time on a site may be a factor.
In taking photos, the process is pretty simple on the surface - get as perpendicular as
possible to the panel and shoot away. If you are forced to take the photo at an oblique angle,
note that in your photo log. Take extensive photos, and do not forget to take overview shots of
the site from several directions because those can aid others in relocating the site in the future.
Taking good photos is obviously not that simple; otherwise, when you go to conferences and
listen to presentations you would see nothing but great images, and that is hardly the case. Some
type of scale and identification is needed for your photo, and this can be elaborate or simple.
There are a variety of commercial metric scales that are available, and by simply folding tape over
on the back of the scale to create a double sided surface, you can usually get them to adhere to the
rock (there are some friable surfaces that defy any attempts at this, and you will have to hand
hold your scale). Make sure your scale is not placed on any rock art element. The use of a
“mugboard” or photoboard is a traditional archaeological practice. This is a special ribbed black
board with interchangeable white push style letters and numbers upon which you can place all
the pertinent provenance for each panel. This would include at least the site number, locus (if
applicable), panel number, element numbers (if you are doing only a portion of a large panel), and
date. It also helps to attach a movable north arrow and a color correction scale to the board. While
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mugboards really look “professional” in photos, there are some drawbacks to using them. One is
the cost and another is that you have to carry a compartmentalized box with all the characters
(which are easily lost). While recording, it usually takes one person to just change the numbers
for every panel and hold it in place for each shot. A cheaper alternative is to use a small black or
white board for provenance. All the requisite information can be included, and it takes only
seconds to erase the previous panel number and write the next one, although with repeated use
the surface becomes quite smeared. The problem with photoboards is that they can often
dominate the photo. To get the whole board into the photo frame, you often have to back up, and
in so doing, with small rock art motifs, they become too small to discern their details. However,
the photoboard makes each photo self contained as far as identification data is concerned - it’s
visible in the image, and thus, its use is preferred for that reason.
Some agencies now prefer the photo record to be digital; the cost factor and storage being
the major considerations. A simple approach to handling photo data is to take a clearly labeled
blue tape, with the locus and panel number on it, and attach it along with a small scale clear of
any motifs but in close proximity. The IFRAO scale available from AURA has a color correction
scale and black/white metric divisions and is only 10 cm long. This approach offers the least
intrusive presence, is good with very small elements, and works well for individuals working
alone - you only have so many hands. Some will rightfully argue that this is not enough
provenance, but in the digital age, the images will go into your computer can be inserted into a
folder labeled with the site number and each image can be labeled with locus and panel number
before being burnt onto a CD. Consult with the land manager to find out the agency’s preference
for the photographic record. If they want B/W and 35 mm slides, each image must be labeled with
the corresponding identification for ease in sorting and stored in archival acid-free sleeves. Your
photo record sheet will need to accompany your final report.
In rock art recording, light is everything. The changing light patterns throughout the
course of a day (and even across the seasons of the year) affects the visibility of rock art and
obviously the ability to obtain decent photographs. Some panels, mainly petroglyphs, can be
photographed in full sun. A polarizing lens should be a standard part of your tool kit and works
well on patinated images on basalt or sandstone at certain times of the day. Generally speaking
you do better shooting in full shade, particularly with pictographs. You cannot always coordinate
your site visits to correspond to optimal lighting conditions, so manipulation of shade is a
common practice. There are a number of companies that manufacture collapsible sunshades and
reflectors of various sizes that can be used to completely shade or provide diffused light on a
panel (particularly at those times when you have half sun, half shade). Most of these discs come
with a reflective side that can be used to direct silver or golden light onto panels in dark recesses.
The draw back is you have to have a second person with you to manipulate the reflector shield,
and in high wind they are really a problem to hold steady. For solo recorders, a black umbrella
will serve the same purpose and you usually can photograph with one hand (another reason for a
tripod) and hold the umbrella at the appropriate angle with the other. Be prepared to replace
your umbrella on a regular basis since the wind can turn them inside out in a hurry and render
them useless. The alternative to this is to spread your other recording activities around the
lighting conditions. You will probably find that you can obtain favorable photographs of different
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portions of the sites at different times of the day. You may not like to do this in piecemeal
fashion, but this will yield better results. This also underscores the importance of keeping a
photo log or a check-off list since you will probably not be able to shoot your panels in
numerical order. Logging your shots keeps you from missing any, particularly on a larger site. In
extremely dark conditions, such as the recesses of a shelter cave or inside cliff dwelling structures,
a digital camera can be used for “prospecting” for rock art that you are unable to see with your
eyes or a headlamp. Photograph the wall or ceiling in a systematic fashion and then check the
LCD screen on your camera after each shot. You may be very surprised at what your camera can
reveal. Along the same lines, it is very wise in photographing pictographs to take shots several
meters beyond the apparent limits of visible images. Even though nothing shows on immediate
review, save the image and bring it home and enhance the photo. Researchers are finding more
“hidden” images all the time outside the parameters of normal vision, particularly of red paintings
on granite, by taking the extended overlapping photos. Another method is “ghost glyphing”
which is used by some in photographing pictographs. This involves deliberately waiting until
near dark or total darkness and then using a tripod and flash to take the photo of your panel. This
completely eliminates any ambient light, which creates those confusing shadows under most
conditions, and substitutes the more uniform illumination of your flash. This works very well,
but the drawback is that the walk back to your vehicle in the dark can be an adventure - bring a
headlamp or flashlight for the trip back.
4. Description - If you have perused the various examples of site reports in the
appendix, you know that there is extensive information requested about the rock art and the
context of the site, so a number of observations are necessary.
The physical attributes of the rock art needs to be detailed. If you have pictographs you
obviously need to note their color. Trying to describe the color of a painting can be more
complicated than it seems - the term red may not be adequate because a variety of hues of that
color can exist on one site. Some researchers use the Munsell Color Chart, which assigns a code
to 322 different earth shades and provides a universal standard that others can easily interpret.
The Munsell comes in a binder that weighs about a pound and costs just over $100. One
handicap in using a color chart is that pictographs often undergo deferential weathering or have
mineral accretions covering portions of them making it difficult to determine what the original
color actually was. You also need to describe the technique in which the pigment was applied.
The most common methods of application is with a single finger, multiple finger streaks (parallel
lines with three or four digits), or a brush. The use of a pigment stick to produce a thin, sketched
line, much like a crayon, is found in some areas. When the sketching is done with a white pigment
stick it is very difficult to distinguish it from scratching, and you may have to examine it closely
with a hand lens to make that determination. The placement of painted handprints is done in a
variety of ways. A positive handprint, where pigment is applied to the entire hand and then
impressed on a rock surface, is the most common. Do note if both right and left hands are
depicted, or one is preferred over the other, and especially their relative size. Negative handprints
can be made by holding the hand to the wall as a stencil and then blowing paint around it to create
an outlined image. An elaborate decorated handprint is produced by painting semicircular lines on
the palm that connect to opposing painted digits and then pressing it on a surface. This gives the
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impression of a swirl pattern. Look also to see if the surface of the rock has been prepared,
usually by abrading, prior to the application of any motif.
Petroglyphs also reflect distinctive features. Differences in the degree in repatination
should be noted. While obviously subjective, the use of such terms as “heavy,” “ medium,” and
“light” repatination should be made. Differences in the degree of repatination on the same surface
with uniform mineral stain or accretion layers are crucial to establishing relative chronologies on a
site, so make special note of such features. The Munsell chart can also be useful in determining
the shade of petroglyph repatination so future researchers can determine possible changes. The
individual fracture scar or depression made by striking the host rock with a hammerstone is called
a dent. Dent size is usually classified as small, medium, large, in addition to being occasionally
diagonal (oblique strikes). Petroglyphs also are manufactured in a variety of ways besides
pecking and can include scratching, abrading, and, on rare instances involving soft stone, incising .
Indirect percussion is also used occasionally, in which the dent is produced by striking a stone or
bone “chisel” with a hammerstone to produce the dent. Examine the edge of the element for a
straight, clean line to detect chisel use. Careful attention should be paid to light repatination
because sometimes what has actually occurred is that older petroglyphs have been reworked by
pecking or abrading. Also examine scratching closely. While many scratched motifs are more
recent and positioned over older pecking or painting, some predate the other rock art on the
panel. It often requires a hand lens to determine what is superpositioned over what. Scratching
sometimes is used to preform or initially outline a motif and can be partially obliterated by
subsequent pecking or painting, so look closely. Another rare phenomenon is petroglyphs that
have been painted or motifs that involve both painting and pecking. Do not overlook cupules
(small ground or pecked nonutilitarian depressions on vertical or horizontal surfaces) or abraded
grooves. Overall, probably the most important observation you can make involve the presence of
superimposition. Images that have been produced, one on top of the other, are one of the best
indicators for establishing a chronology of styles.
It is common practice to physically measure the rock art, usually right after you have
finished your drawing when the extent of the panel is still fresh in your mind. You can measure
all kinds of attributes: the entire rock face, the dimensions of just the decorated surface, “key”
elements, or even each element separately. You need to measure the height of the lowest motif
from the current ground level. Aspect, or the direction the panel faces, is recorded with your
compass. Beware that some rock, particularly basalt, may create a magnetic anomaly, which will
prevent you from taking a reading right next to the panel. If your compass needle seems stuck or
is bouncing all over the place, keep the approximate orientation, back off several meters, and see
if you can get a stable reading. While you are shooting the aspect of your panel, take the
azimuths from the panel to the two far extremes of the horizon. This may aid later researchers
who have an interest in any archaeoastronomy potential of the site. The inclination of the panel
also needs to be measured. This is the degree at which the face of the panel is oriented from the
vertical. If the panel is horizontal on the ground, its inclination is 180 degrees; if it is straight up
and down, it is 90 degrees; and if it is directly overhead, its inclination is zero. A decent compass
comes with an inclinometer that makes the measurement easy to obtain. If you do not have that,
readings can be taken using a plumb bob and a protractor. It is common to measure the range of
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line width and depth of petroglyph elements. On cupules you measure their depth and diameter.
If there are innumerable cupules present, as there can often be, measure the range of their depth
and diameter only.
The physical condition of the rock art and the site in general must also be assessed.
Obvious cultural impactment to the rock art such as graffiti, chalking, gunfire, or deliberate
attempts at removal of portions of the panel should be noted. Graffiti on panels should be drawn
right along with the rock art (for monitoring purposes). Some historic inscriptions have important
significance to historians and archaeologists, so do not simply disregard them. For the site in
general, look for historic trash, vehicle tracks, social trails, pothunter holes, or cow manure (cows
will get inside rockshelters and virtually rub pictographs right off the walls). Keep in mind that
historic features that predate 1950 are considered part of the archaeological record, so do not
remove purple glass, tobacco cans, and solder-bottomed cans, etc. because you think you are
being a good steward. Environmental impactment also needs to be catalogued. On the rock art
panels look for spalling (exfoliation), block fractures, lichen growth, lamination layers from
mineral accretion, water erosion staining, plant defacement (usually the wind blowing plant limbs
across a panel), and animal nesting (which includes guano deposits from birds and bats). Expected
natural processes on a site are usually related to water in the form of major erosion from
drainages and sheetwash or deposition, particularly in rockshelters where panels can be partially
buried. Plants can obscure rock art and sometimes make them completely inaccessible (in the
West, tamarisk tops the list of obstacles). If you encounter what appears to be very recent
vandalism do not tramp all over the area; it is a crime scene, and you could obscure possible
evidence. Take photos from a distance, and then contact authorities as quickly as possible. If you
actually observe someone damaging an archaeological site, do not confront them but quickly
leave, get a license number and a vehicle description if possible, and call law enforcement. A
significant number of pothunters are involved in the drug scene and should be considered armed
and dangerous.
Recording rock art without giving equal attention to the environmental and archaeological
context of a site produces a record of limited use. No serious interpretation of a site can ever be
attempted without those crucial components. Site reports ask you to describe the setting of the
site and its relationship to its immediate environment and the general region. This will include the
most immediate source of water, the type of source (spring, seep, tank, stream), and its distance
from the site. The general plant community and the specific vegetation types within are of
interest. Certain ecological zones can be a key to regional distribution of archaeological sites and
some plants were potential subsistence resources. Common names for plant species can be used
on the report. A basic description of the geology of the region is helpful, and the host rock that
the paintings or petroglyphs occur on needs to be identified. If you are completely unfamiliar
with the flora and geology, there are usually field guides that can be purchased locally.
Despite the fact that you have hopefully drawn all the cultural features on your site map,
you still need to describe them. Features include single and multi-room structures, storage units
(both above and below the surface), partial walls, wooden or brush structures, hearths, roasting
pits, prehistoric trails, midden soil (dark and greasy), and bedrock milling features, among others.
These have to be measured, and their characteristics described. Artifacts need to be noted and
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described. Do not remove anything from its location, even to ask someone what it is. If you are
really stumped, then get someone who is knowledgeable to go to the field with you and give you
a crash tutorial. Many areas have local avocational groups who might offer aid with artifact
identification and participate in recording. You need to designate on your map and describe all
projectile points, bifaces, hammerstones, flake tools (like scrapers), core tools (like choppers),
manos, pestles, portable metates and mortars, bone, vegetal materials, and concentrations of
debitage and ceramic sherds. Debitage, or chipping waste (the residue from manufacturing flaked
stone tools), has to be catalogued by the material it is made from. If you can distinguish primary,
secondary, and retouch flakes by all means do so. Diagnostic artifacts, such as projectile points
and sherds, are especially important because they have a type name, are associated to a
chronological period, and have an areal distribution. Unfortunately, diagnostics are the most
common item to be looted from a site by “relic collectors.” If you are fortunate enough to find a
projectile point, then draw, photograph, measure, and include it in your report. Projectile points
usually are only considered diagnostic if the means of attachment (the base) is intact, but tips and
midsections should be noted and measured. Ceramic sherds are difficult to name unless you have
experience in the region, so the best you can do is describe in detail the surface color and
treatment, paste (the interior clay material), and temper. Surface color can be tricky since some
vessels are deliberately smudged on their interior surface, their surface can be slipped with a thin
layer to achieve another color, or if the sherd is a cooking vessel its exterior can be blackened. The
color of the paste and the temper added to that paste are the diagnostic attributes. Turn the sherd
to the broken edge and use your hand lens to see what small particles (quartz sand, crushed
sherds, rock particles, etc.) are present. Temper in particular can help an archaeologist identify
the sherds you have found. If you observe decorated ceramics, then take the time to draw the
sherd designs, even though it may be fragmentary, since decorative motifs can also help in typing
the artifact. Fully reporting on all the artifacts you observe is very important since they are more
likely to disappear due to theft or erosion than even the rock art.
SITE ETIQUETTE: PROTECTING THE RESOURCE
During the recording process there are number of things to keep in mind to make sure you
do not inadvertently damage a site you are trying to protect.
1. If you need to visit the site repeatedly, there are several considerations you need to
keep in mind. If there is no visible trail to the site, you do not want to create one, so seek a
different route every time you go. The creation of a “social trail” draws attention to the site,
which might have unintended consequences. If there is already a trail, don’t take shortcuts and
create a new one. Any trail can cause erosion and seriously damage the integrity of the site.
2. Be careful where you walk once you are on site. Do not walk across rock art panels to
get to another set of images or climb on prehistoric walls. Vibram-soled boots are great for hiking
but can leave scrap marks on a rock outcrop and tear up the dirt floor of a rockshelter. If you
suspect, or see, perishable artifacts within the soil like “nubies” or matting, it might be prudent to
remove your boots and work in your stocking feet.
3. Do not touch the rock art. Your skin contains natural oils and acids, which can cause
staining (particularly to limestone) and other damage, possibly compromising future dating
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procedures. Do not place tape on any images, especially pictographs, because in removing the
tape you could remove some of the pigment. Some types of tape can leave a residue.
4. If you find artifacts on the site, do not remove them. Artifact collecting is a federal
offense punishable by incarceration and/or fines. If you pick up artifacts to examine them, make
certain you return them to the exact place you found them. Moving artifacts destroys the
provenance of the site, which is important to interpretation. If collection piles (artifacts collected
by previous visitors and placed in a conspicuous spot) exist, do not scatter the artifacts over the
site. Archaeologists need to know the site is disturbed and that those artifacts are out of context.
Be sure to note collection piles in your report.
5. Do not make tracings, rubbings, or molds of rock art. Direct contact of plastic to
pictographs can cause spalling. Rubbings can cause abrasion, exfoliation, and sometimes leave
behind residues of the materials used to make the rubbings. Molds can contaminate the surface
negating future dating. In casting a mold, there is a possibility that it might adhere to the surface
and cannot be removed. There are several prominent western sites with latex permanently
obscuring portions of panels.
6. Do not try to enhance rock art by outlining images with chalk, crayon, marking pens, or
any other materials. This is destructive and is considered vandalism and you could be prosecuted.
The practice of wetting pictographs with water applied by a spray bottle is controversial. It
would be best not to do this without professional input.
7. Do not try and remove lichen, animal nests, guano, paint, chalk, or any other element
used to produce graffiti. There are people working on dating lichens, and pack rat nests are
frequently used to obtain chronological data as well as botanical evidence. The removal of graffiti
can only be done by a professionally trained conservator because of the complexity of the
chemical makeup of the graffiti. A conservator has to test for the composition of the foreign
element and then decide on the best method for removal. There are too many variables involved
and improper actions can result in more damage to the site than the original act of vandalism. Do
not compound the problem.
8. Do not excavate next to a panel that has been covered by fill or deposition to see buried
portions of the rock art. You may destroy the strata, subterranean features, or the provenance of
artifacts, thus the integrity of the site. If a panel is buried, just draw it to the soil line, make a
notation, and move on. If excavation is desired, the resource manager will make that decision.
There have been several major sites on horizontal bedrock that have been exposed by excavation
under professional supervision.
9. At the end of the recording project, walk the site one more time to make sure you have
pulled all your tape, removed any flagging or pin flags, and picked up any trash. The bottom line
on recording is to leave as little impact on the site as possible. Your footprints should be the only
indication you were ever there.
10. Site confidentiality is of paramount importance, so do not reveal the location of the
site or take visitors to the site without the permission of the owner/resource manager. What is in
play here is the law of unintended consequences. You, of course, would not harm the sites, nor
would your family members or immediate friends. But once word of a site starts to filter out it
eventually may reach individuals you do not even know who have no appreciation nor respect
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for rock art, and then there can be problems.
All the procedures outlined above can seem daunting and overwhelming. But keep in mind
that rock art recording is just one aspect of the discipline of archaeology, and it requires just that,
discipline. Rock art has a finite existence, and it takes time and effort to replicate a record that
will convey the inherent data of a site, which may outlive that resource. Probably the best way to
become proficient in recording is to get involved in a formal instructional program. The New
Mexico Archaeological Society, the Arizona Archaeological Society, the Rock Art Foundation
(Texas), and the Nevada Rock Art Foundation, among others, all offer opportunities to be
involved in supervised documentation projects that stress instruction and even offer certification.
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APPENDIX A
ROCK ART RECORDING FORMS

State of California Rock Art Record Supplement
IMACS Rock Art Attachment
(Intermountain Antiquities Computer System
used in Idaho, Nevada, and Utah)
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APPENDIX B
SITE REPORT FORMS

Arizona State Museum Archaeological Site Record
State of California Historic Resource Site Record
IMACS Prehistoric Site Record
(Intermountain Antiquities Computer System
used in Idaho, Nevada, and Utah)
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